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The three books discussed in this review investigate early modern drama in relation to three discourses that have been at the heart of the critical tradition at least since the rise of New Historicism-the law, religion, and the representation of political change-yet, despite the fact that these may seem to be well-ploughed fields, these books prove that there is still exciting new and fertile ground for analysis to be found.
The revenge tragedy and examples of revenge tragedy probably have more ink spilled about them than almost any other early modern theatrical genre. Derek Dunne's Shakespeare, Revenge Tragedy and Early Modern Law: Vindictive Justice, however, provides a unique and clearly thought out, exceptionally well-researched addition to the field. Dunne explicitly builds on the insights of both literary and legal scholars such as Margreta de Grazia, Barbara Shapiro, Lorna Hutson, and C. W. Brooks to develop an argument that often takes to task traditional readings of canonical texts, such as Hamlet. The book argues that the explosion of the revenge genre in the late 1500s and early 1600s can be tracked against the crises in the legal institutions of England over the course of the same period as centralization and professionalization of the judiciary stood at odds with the much-lauded and more participatory jury system. The literary genre both critiqued changes to the law, and reflected the changes in society that led to the changes in the law as the structure of the revenge tragedy suggests the participatory structures of the legal system were under pres-sure by increasing centralization of authority in the hands of magistrates.
The first, relatively short, chapter provides an account of the participatory nature of the legal system up until the last decades of the 1500s. 168 Here, Dunne suggests how literary and legal historians have tended to represent the relationship of the revenge tragedy to the legal system in simplistic terms, given the sophistication of early modern legal theorists regarding the place of revenge within the law. Drawing on the work of Bradin Cormack, Dunne argues that the period in which the revenge tragedy flourished was a transitional moment in the development of a rationalized legal system, founded on principles of equity and the power of the state or community to punish the bodies of offenders. The second chapter turns to The Spanish Tragedy, generally recognized as the first revenge tragedy. Here, Dunne shows how, although Hieronimo is usually represented as the archetypal lone avenger, in fact vengeance is a communal act taken on in the absence of, not as a result of, infernal divine justice. Revenge is not presented as a "satisfactory alternative to law, yet it is the law's failure that makes revenge so necessary in the first place" (47). Chapter three investigates Titus Andronicus and the problem of the ambivalence of signifiers within a legal context. Whereas juries could often be led astray by ambivalent evidence, which further encouraged the centralization of the power of magistrates, Titus Andronicus develops the potential of the theater to make the audience mistrust their own senses. The senses of the characters are repeatedly shown to be untrustworthy, through blindness, muteness, or inability to touch, which problematizes the richly evidence-based vengeance of Hieronimo in Shakespeare's exemplar for Titus. Chapter four examines Antonio's Revenge and situates vengeance in the context of collective action by a community, drawing on and amplifying the thesis of the first chapter. As Dunne notes, the 1590s were a time of crisis across western Europe as crops failed, the plague returned, and food shortages and enclosure acts led to riots of the laboring poor, about a quarter of which were direct protests regarding the administration of justice (75). Antonio's Revenge specifically builds a community of revengers against a corrupt and self-indulgent monarch who revels in his own crimes against his people. This reading of the revenge tragedy as stemming from, reflecting, and representing collective action is contrary to the reading of critics like Ian Ward, who see vengeance as a form of justice that denies the relevance of community, yet Dunne makes his case eloquently and persuasively throughout. Perhaps the most contrary reading in the book is the fifth chapter on Hamlet, which argues that the play, rather than being the exemplar revenge tragedy, is, in fact, exceptional within the genre for its myopic focus on the sole revenger whose goals are never aligned with the good of the commonwealth as a whole. This chapter and the following one on The Tragedy of Hoffman are shakespeare bulletin 169 book review perhaps the best argued in the whole piece and neatly contrast one of the most overstudied early modern plays with one of the most overlooked plays of the period. Indeed, the sixth chapter on Hoffman will undoubtedly encourage many scholars to pick up this understudied play once again. Finally, the text ends with a chapter on The Revenger's Tragedy and, by this point, the genre seems to be winding down. Many of the main legal concerns that gave birth to the revenge tragedy in the late 1500s have, by the early 1600s, been resolved and the genre itself seems more self-conscious of its own artificiality. If there is a criticism to be leveled at this book it is that more care is not taken with this final stage of the revenge tragedy genre's lifespan. As Ben Jonson notes in the opening to Bartholomew Fair, even in the first decades of the 1600s, The Spanish Tragedy was still surprisingly popular, yet Dunne gives the impression that the genre had largely run its course and that the legal crises that spawned the genre had been worked out by that time. Nevertheless, the book is an incredibly important addition to the study of revenge tragedy and represents a strong counter to largely entrenched readings of the plays and the genre as a whole.
Brian Walsh's Unsettled Toleration: Religious Difference on the Shakespearean Stage is an uneven exploration of a topic that is fast moving from being merely a trend in early modern scholarship to a necessary consideration for all who wish to contextualize early modern texts: the so-called "turn to religion." This unevenness, however, may spring from the polyvocality and ideological heterogeneity embedded in the topic itself, as the representation and critical engagement with contemporary religious identities on the early modern stage defies straightforward or reductionist analysis. This book, in trying to capture the complexity of the issues at hand, ends up rejecting an overarching schema to instead investigate a series of contingent and sometimes conflicting cases.
Walsh consciously positions himself against two recent studies, Jeffery Knapp's Shakespeare's Tribe and Julia Reinhard Lupton's Citizen-Saints, and chooses to focus on how early modern theater dramatized and performed an ethic of coexistence, rather than conflict. The investigation of the "unstable dynamics of accommodating others within the context of early modern England's unsettled pluralism" (10) breaks down in part because it tries to exercise two mutually contradictory argumentative positions. On the one hand, the book particularizes the attitudes regarding religious toleration in the theater industry, as evidenced through a handful of plays, while, on the other, the book insists on the daily relatively peaceful coexistence of different sects and beliefs on the streets of London with little evidence to support that claim.
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The first chapter, on Marlowe's Massacre at Paris, sets up the problem of hyper-particularization against the broad assertion that English society sought strategies to live in peaceful co-existence with a number of different religious sects. The St Bartholomew's Day Massacre is the exemplary case of the failure of different religious groups to live peacefully together, and Marlowe's dramatization of the events of the massacre is easily read as a jingoistic piece of anti-Catholic propaganda. Walsh seemingly accepts this reading (31), yet, in doing so ignores Marlowe's rejection of religious fanaticism of whatever sect, Protestant or Catholic. Rather than setting up the case for the reality of religious accommodation (a presumption upon which his argument hangs), in this first chapter Walsh lays out the complexities of and the stakes for toleration by showing how accommodation was largely fictional and impossible to achieve either in the theater or in the lived experience of theatergoers.
The second chapter looks at the representation of Puritans in city comedy and is probably the most successful in the book as it explores the incorporation or toleration of religious difference within a comic genre. The popular representation of the figure of the Puritan in A Knack to Know a Knave, The Pilgrimage, and Bartholomew Fair is one of comic alienation but ultimate reincorporation into the community, which resonates strongly with Walsh's thesis. The figure of the Puritan in these plays may be religiously different, but the Puritan characters are always accommodated or incorporated, providing an example of how religious toleration could be successfully enacted. The third chapter builds on the success of the second by turning to the supposed puritanism of Malvolio in Twelfth Night and Angelo in Measure for Measure. Well-researched and articulate, this chapter, by focusing on two comedies, shows how Shakespeare struggled with and incorporated religious difference.
The fourth chapter examines Rowley's When You See Me You Know Me, which seems out of place as it would more fruitfully be paired with or linked with the chapter on Massacre at Paris as a polemical history play rather than a bridge between Shakespearean comedies and the final chapter on Shakespearean romance. The final chapter, on Pericles and the discourses of mourning, offers interesting insights into the religious hybridity of both the play and the lived experience of those in Southwark during the first decade of the seventeenth century. Unsettled Toleration is excellently researched and, as a compendium of the research available on religion and the early modern stage, it will undoubtedly prove a useful text for scholars, even if its basic argument is unconvincing because it tries to account for the whole of the theater industry rather than limiting its scope to, say, comedies that show the reincorporation of religious difference.
shakespeare bulletin book review Rachel Willie's Staging the Revolution is an exceptional book. A polished piece of clear argumentation and persuasive writing on a notoriously undervalued and understudied period of English theatrical history, the Interregnum and the responses to the Civil War on the Restoration stage, this text is one of the best new books of the year. Whereas the bias in theater history still tends to be to see the period from 1642-1660 as one of stagnation and torpor, with occasional flashes of activity, such as the private performances of Davenant in the 1650s, Willie argues that the Civil War and the theatrical responses to it are far more complex and multifarious than the traditional narrative would maintain. Willie's willingness to break with the received narrative is heralded in the dates covered by her study. Rather than starting in 1642, with the first closure of the theaters, Willie begins in 1647, when the second ordinance was passed closing the theaters permanently and when Charles I escaped from Hampton Court, sparking the second Civil War. It was only in the late 1640s, Willie argues, that English culture began to reconceive of the role of government and that at the same time, theater, in the form of the paper stage and in live performance, could begin to respond to and reconceptualize those titanic changes in the polity.
Willie's first chapter explores how the permanent closure of the theaters in 1647 forced dramatic writing to reinvent itself, first as a kind of paper stage, existing through pamphlets and printed drama, as well as through liminal performance spaces such as fairs. This chapter is particularly useful for bridging the gaps often associated with the Interregnum in fleshing out how even marginalized forms of theater could be used to investigate and critique the political changes going on in England through representations of Cromwell and Charles I. The second chapter moves on to Davenant and Shirley's reinvention of the masque form, which had been associated with the court, during Cromwell's protectorate. Here, Willie explores Davenant's long history with the genre of the masque in the Caroline court and then turns to examine the question of why he, a known Royalist sympathizer, was granted permission to present theatrical spectacles at all. Ultimately, the sympathetic portrayal of the army and of English protestant nationalism, as opposed to Spanish Catholic imperialism in works such as The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru and The History of Sir Francis Drake, transformed the courtly form into a more popular and ideologically compliant genre for the Commonwealth government.
Chapter three builds on the insights into the masque from the previous chapter and examines the ideological ambiguity of Killigrew's and Davenant's heroic dramas from the protectorate period, with particular attention to the Siege at Rhodes. Willie argues persuasively that, for Davenant, heroic poetry was a way through which the reader may wrestle with "topical allusions and purified images of valiant heroes as a way to educate the reading public into obedience" (127). This may explain why the play has appeared to be both pro-Parliamentarian and pro-Royalist at the same time, and complicates Dryden's own later refutation of Davenant's approach to heroic poetry in The Conquest of Granada. Through her investigation of the changing representation of heroic verse, Willie clearly demonstrates the changing reactions to the Cromwellian regime over the course of several decades. The final chapter investigates the panegyric in Restoration comedy and, again, explicitly undermines traditional narratives of the celebratory tone of the Restoration stage, instead arguing for a more nuanced and complex approach to the representation of the Civil War throughout the period. This chapter looks at a number of overlooked plays-The Rump, The Committee, Cutter of Coleman Street, and The Old Troop-to suggest that the theater offered a range of extremes rather than a single voice regarding "how royalists and parliamentarians could and should be perceived at the Restoration" (181). This exquisitely researched book shifts the ground of analysis of this period in a way that will be felt for years to come.
Each of these texts provides excellent research that contextualizes the period and informs the development and creation of the plays in question. Though they each investigate radically different aspects of early modern culture and even radically different cultural moments, these books reflect one another's scholarly approach in useful ways. Each book is well written, though of differing persuasiveness, providing wonderful chapters that could be looked at in isolation when teaching either a senior level undergraduate course or a graduate course as examples of good scholarly prose.
